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Guderley and Armitage [l] obtained necessary conditions for an extremum in 
the problem of nozzles with the greatest thrust under arbitrary conditions 
Imposed on the nozzle wall. Numerical solution of this problem is associ- 
ated with a very complicated boundary value problem for nonlinear partial 
drfferential equations. In the present paper we find one class of solutions 
of this boundary value problem. 

1, In [I] the following problem was considered. We are given (see Fig.1) 
the characterietic of the free stream ab and the external pr*essure p. . 

It is required to find the nozzle contour ac pus- 
.,essing the maximum thrust with certain r,e:;triction.;. 
For ezamplt such r,ect@ictionz may consist of a 
given area Af the side surfaces of the nozzle, a 
given vtilume of the working section of the nozzle, 
and CD un. Let the characteristic of the first 
family, passing through the point c,be represented 
by the lini bc . The problem is formulated in 
the following manner. 

For a given pressure p0 and a given ztai?tinC: 
character,iotic ab , to find the function q(x) 
realizing the extremum of the functional 

xc 
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with the isoperimctric cunditivri;: i~i ,J;' XC 
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and the relations 

aP 8P P dp aa 
-=- ==-P”, &) PVS a2=x-, 

P 
a2=dp, sin' a = - d + va 

Here x and r are Cartesian coordinates In the merldional,plane of the 
axisymmetric flow, u and u are the projections of the velocity on the 
axes of x and r, p is the pressure, p Is the density, a Is the velocityof 
sound, Q is the Mach angle, and K is the constant adiabatic exponent. 

Necessary conditions for an extremum of x were obtained in [l] and have 
the form 

in the triangle abc 

2+ ‘p(~_~)$f.&~~=~, %+r$$&_ rp(l_$$L, (3) 

on the nozzle contour oo 

(4) 

(5) 

on the concluding characteristic bo 

b-kh,rp cota=0 (6) 
on the point o 

(P - PO) VI’ + cI’r = 0 (7) 

(~-~~a)‘)4Cl’f*l!+rl~~{~~8 u- $[ft,i-&-i(ft&+&%]}=O (8) 

Here hl(x,r) and hz Y r) are Lagrange multipliers, corresponding to the 
1) differential relations 2 * are constant Lagrange multipliers related 

to the isoperimetric condiiio% (l), and cJ is a constant of integration. 

For supersonic flows system (3) i s of hyperbolic type and its character- 
istic directions coincide with the characteristic directions of the system 
(2). The condition of compatibility for h, and h2 on the characteristic 
bc has the form 

db-ddh,rp cota=O (9) 

2. Let us discard some of the. restrictions (1) of the original variational 
problem. It is obvious that the solution of the simplified problem is slmul- 
taneously a solution of the original problem if the value of the numbers s1 
for the discarded restrictlons are specified according to the solution of 
the simplified problem. This enables one to construct simple examples of 
solutions of the original problem. 

Suppose that of all the restrictions we retain, for example, only the re- 
striction of the value of pO. It Is known that the nozzle with uniform 
flow at the exit gives maximum thrust for a given value of pO. Let us cal- 
culate, for example, the area of the side surface of the nozzle thus found. 
The nozzle obtained has maximum thrust of all nozzles with the same side 
surface area and external pressure p,, . Similar arguments can be employed 
also for the restrictions on the values of p0 and x,, or for X, and T-,. 

For all these examples necessary conditions for the extremum of the origi- 
nal problem must pass over into the known conditions for extremalcy on the 
concluuing characteristic bc with cl* = 0 . In fact, it is not difficult 
to verify that Equations 
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4 = rlPV, hr=u+4 UO) 

are an integral of the system (3). From conditions (6), (9) and (10) we 
find that along the concluding characteristic bo the relation 

rpo' m a = con&, u+vma=-ov 

arc fulfilled. 

These raelations were obtained in [2] from consideration of the variational 
problem for fixed points a and o . 

Condition (8) with cl* = 0 passes over into the well known Busemann 
condition. 
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